
All images via the artistIn what could be interpreted as a tongue-in-cheek warning about not wearing a mask during the times of COVID-19, residents of Totterdown, Bristol, awoke to a new mural by the elusive artist
Banksy. The work depicts an older pensioner sneezing her dentures out while subsequently knocking down an entire row of housesâ€”a staged photo shared by the artist includes a tumbling man being knocked asunder
by the germy gust. A wide shot reveals the location as Vale Street, noted for being the steepest street in Britain at a 22-degree incline. The new piece comes a few months after another site-specific work in Nottingham
featuring a girl using a disassembled bicycle wheel as a hula hoop.&nbsp;All images via PelaGripping your phone in anxiety for hours on end? Why not embellish it with your own artwork to ease your dread?
That&#8217;s the idea behind Pelaâ€™s new Stitch Case, which features a rectangular grid for embroidering a mystical landscape, minimal scene, or other quirky renderings. Made of flax shive and a plant-based
biopolymer, the black cases are 100% compostable and are only available for older iPhone models. Pick one up from Pela&#8217;s site and start stitching.&nbsp;Curly Bench (2019), photo by Rodrigo Reinoso. All
images Â© Pablo Reinoso, shared with permissionThe unbound slats of Pablo Reinosoâ€™s unassuming benches curl sideways and up walls in a tangle of wood and metal. Based just outside of Paris, the
French-Argentine artist and designer (previously) applies a rebellious and playful lens to his otherwise simple seating, merging functionality and aesthetics to create roving sculptural artworks. His wall frames snarl in a
similar manner with knotted masses descending from their inner edges.Reinoso&#8217;s spaghetti-style works will be included in a group show at Mad Paris from December 16, 2020, to May 11, 2021. Until then, explore
more of his projects on his site and Instagram.&nbsp;Black Sand (2018), photo by Pia TorelliDÃ©roulÃ© (2018), photo by Rodrigo ReinosoFire (2018), photo by Rodrigo ReinosoLooping One (2020), photo by Rodrigo
ReinosoLeft: Marco Buenos Aires II (2018), photo by Rodrigo Reinoso. Right: Marco del Sur (2018)Marco Paris IV (2019), photo by Rodrigo ReinosoSpaghetti corten (2008), corten steel and teak, 80 x 344 x 172
centimetersFourviÃ¨re Bench (2018), carved wood and steel, 454 x 445 x 310 centimeters, photo by Rodrigo ReinosoFourviÃ¨re Bench (2018), carved wood and steel, 454 x 445 x 310 centimeters, photo by Rodrigo
ReinosoImage via Darren CullenIf 2020 were packaged in a box, it would be Darren Cullenâ€™s Jigsaw Jigsaw. Just like our repetitive days and seemingly endless fascination with simple pastimes, the 1,000-piece game
relies on the Droste effect and features a recursive image that spirals into the same black-and-white puzzle over and over.Â  Pick up the Jigsaw Jigsaw in Cullen&#8217;s shop, and follow his satirical projects on
Instagram and Twitter. You also might enjoy Micah Lexier&#8217;s pair of mirror puzzles that look exactly the same despite being comprised of 16 and 9 pieces.All images courtesy of Lyndsey Ingram, shared with
permissionAlthough Lucy Sparrow is adept at treating scrapes and bouts of indigestion, her medical specialty lies in helping folks suffering from heart disease, IBS, and various illnesses caused by fiber deficiencies. The
U.K.-based artist set up shop with The Bourdon Street Chemist, a fully-stocked, woolen pharmacy that&#8217;ll open its doors on January 18, 2021, at London&#8217;s Lyndsey Ingram. Over-the-counter medications like
plush bottles of Pepto Bismol, Tums, and aspirin line the shelves alongside creams and luxury fragrances.Sparrow&#8217;s medical practice, though, expands beyond the drug store with an entire surgical unit for more
severe injuries and illnesses in her studio. The retro, tile-lined room is outfitted with traditional operation equipment and a woolen cadaver with compact organs, a skeleton, and even a bleeding heart.&nbsp;Similar to her
previous undertakings that filled bodegas and supermarkets with household goods, Sparrow hand-stitched the entirety of The Bourdon Street ChemistÂ with painstaking precision, not only ensuring a variety of
pharmaceuticals are available but also inscribing each tablet and bottle with fabric-paint labels. The artist established this new medical unit after converting a decommissioned ambulance into a National Felt Service
vehicle and performing a live-felt-surgery at Miami Art Week in 2018.Anyone who&#8217;s binged on Sparrow&#8217;s felt potato chips or wooly Sour Patch Kids can pick up a similarly fibrous remedy from the white-coat
wearing artist, who stations herself in the large-scale installation. There is something so intensely intimate in sharing your personalâ€”and often embarrassingâ€”ailments with a stranger. But because that stranger is
wearing a white coat you feel safe and trust them with secrets you wouldnâ€™t tell your best friend, the artist says.Sparrow sells many of her textured goods and groceries in her shop, and you can follow her playfully
stitched projects on Instagram. (via Creative Boom)&nbsp;Mother and Child (2020), cast glass, ceramic, and oil paints, 18 x 27 x 7 inches. All images Â© Christina Bothwell, shared with permissionI have always viewed
the body as a transitory object, writes artist Christina Bothwell. From human-animal hybrids to pregnant creatures to figures fused together, Bothwell&#8217;s oeuvre suspends various life forms in states of flux: a baby
precariously rests on a mother&#8217;s back, a young girl grasps onto another&#8217;s legs, and others peer into the distance as if they&#8217;re about to move forward.The artist&#8217;s subject matter is rooted in
the ethereal and embodies the delicate ways spirits and physical figures change over time. Her process, however, mirrors that focus on transformation. From her studio in rural Pennsylvania, Bothwell begins each
multi-media piece with a sketch before translating the head into a clay form. To create the weathered appearance, she utilizes pit firing, which involves covering the sculpture with hay or leaves and burning them. The
smoke from the fire leaves behind a carbon residue on the clay.When working with glass, Bothwell sculpts warm beeswax that she uses to cast a plaster-and-silica mold. She then fills the empty shape with chunks of
colored glass, which are placed in a kiln for annealing, cooled in cold water, and finally sanded and chiseled down. Hand-painted details adorn the sculpture&#8217;s exterior, along with found objects like antique
prosthetic eyes, deer antlers, and ball feet.&nbsp;Soul Sentinel (2017), cast glass, ceramic, oil paint, and antique wood doll puppet hands, 21 inchesThe result of this months-long technique is a surreal collection that
merges the organic forms and processes of nature with uncanny details. Each lusterless piece explores the relationship between the alluring oddities of the exterior and the translucent insides, which Bothwell
explains:Changing the body is merely adjusting the outer wrapping, as far as I can see&#8230; I am intrigued with the spirit world, and I imagine that we pass in and out of it, into the physical realm with bodies, then out of
it at the end of life into lighter, energy bodies&#8230; And along the way throughout our lives, we transform ourselves constantly, reinventing who we are on a daily basis.Bothwell will be featured in an upcoming episode
of PBS&#8217;s Craft in America airing on December 11. Until then, follow her unearthly projects on Instagram. (via This Isn&#8217;t Happiness)&nbsp;Octopus Girl, cast glass and ceramic, 33 inchesPink Monkey
(2020), cast glass and ceramic, 15 inchesButterfly Poodle (2015-2019), cast glass, ceramic, oil paint, and antique claw ball feetLeft: Strawberry Gardens (2020), cast glass, ceramic, and oil paint, 22 inchesTop right: Deer
Bunny, cast glass, ceramic, oil paint, and deer antlers, 27 inches. Bottom left: My Second Self (2013), cast glass, ceramic, and found objects (antique doll hands). Bottom right: Mermaid (2009), cast glass and antique
prosthetic glass eyeSuch Reveries (2017), cast glass, ceramic, and antique claw ball feet, 22 inchesAll images Â© Martin SatÃ, shared with permissionJust as a ceramicist would smooth the harsh edges of clay, Martin
SatÃ renders the supple contours of a subject&#8217;s face with sweeping motion. Thick drops of color form the light of a cheekbone or eyelid crease, and the swirling lines that overlay the Seville-based
illustrator&#8217;s portraits add a dynamic element. Through implied movement, the expressive works capture the subjects&#8217; energy and momentary expressions.SatÃ shares that his practice, while digital,
similarly molds facial features as a sculptor would. Despite using impalpable tools, he says that his material is like semi-liquid and is difficult to model but at the same time is very rich in movement and liveliness&#8230; I
work with this material, which I usually call &#8216;Silicone Pie,&#8217; as an artisan works with ceramics. I am modeling the colors with lines of movement until I achieve an optimal level of detail.Explore more of
SatÃ&#8217;s energetic portraits on Behance and Instagram.&nbsp;All images Â© ZAV Architects, by Tahmineh MonzaviAlong the beaches of Hormuz Island in the Persian Gulf lies a series of gumdrop-esque abodes.
The multipurpose project, titled Presence in Hormuz, features earthen structures that dot the sandy landscape in a textured cluster of peaks and bulbs.To build the candy-colored domes, ZAV Architects utilized the
SuperAdobe process of renowned Iranian architect Nader Khalili, which involves stacking coils of wet earth, and trained local craftsman in the technique. A carpet is woven with granular knots inspired by the particles that
make up the ecotone of the island, the Tehran-based firm says in a conversation with designboom, noting that the area&#8217;s topography inspired much of the architecture. The sandbags that create the spatial
particles (aka domes) are filled with the dredging sand of the Hormuz Dock as if the earth has swollen to produce space for accommodation.Most of the bulbous structures hold living accommodations with communal
dining, laundry, and prayer areas woven throughout. The vibrant venues were designed as part of an initiative to remedy local economic struggles and bring together tourists and the community in a shared cultural space.
ZAV expands on the intention of the project:In a country where the state struggles with political disputes outside its borders, every architectural project becomes a proposal for internal governing alternatives, asking basic
questions: What are the limits of architecture and how can it suggest a political alternative for communal life? How can it attain social agency?Presence in Hormuz follows an earthen cultural center ZAV embedded in the
island. You can see minimal renderings of the firm&#8217;s projects and upcoming plans on Instagram.&nbsp;Uve (2020), bronze, 17 7/10 Ã— 15 2/5 Ã— 9 1/10 inchesThe bronze sculptures of Spanish artist JesÃºs
CuriÃ¡ are intentionally ambiguous. Evoking ancient relics, the patina-covered works denote no explicit gender or ethnicity. Instead, the sculptures center on nondescript figures severed by an abstract element or negative
space. Whether signaling to another, marching downstairs, or grasping a skirted gown, the slim personas are often in motion. These decontextualized movements offer a glimpse into the modern condition as they fuse the
most surreal aspects of experience with the real.Dive into CuriÃ¡&#8217;s process, which includes a precise application of acid and fire, in this studio visit, and explore more of his evocative sculptures on
Artsy.&nbsp;Nuntius (2018), bronze and steel, 67 Ã— 16 Ã— 12 inchesSin Fin III/4 (ca. 2016), bronze and steel, 23 3/5 Ã— 10 1/5 Ã— 11 4/5 inchesLeft: Milenium III (2020), bronze, 42 1/10 Ã— 26 Ã— 6 3/10 inches.
Right: Aire IV (2013), bronze and iron, 18 9/10 Ã— 7 9/10 Ã— 5 1/2 inchesDownstair, bronze and iron, 34Â½Â  x 31Â½ x 8Â¾ inchesCuatro (2019), bronze, 19 3/10 Ã— 11 2/5 Ã— 4 7/10 inchesDecisiÃ³n (2011) bronze
and ironWashington-based artist Anthony Howe (previously) has mesmerized viewers for nearly a decade with towering kinetic sculptures that twist and turn with hypnotic motion. Weighing hundreds of pounds, the hefty
artworks are activated with even the sli
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